Bring the richness and allure of natural stone to any new construction or remodel project – at an affordable price! Our Naturally Affordable® thin veneer stone is a traditional premium building material. Each piece of Naturally Affordable stone is unique, durable, resistant to color fading and suitable for custom cutting and trimming. Natural stone provides the sturdiest and most elegant home exterior. Find the widest selection, fastest availability and the most helpful customer service at Hedberg Supply.
Hedberg, Minnesota’s leading supplier of natural stone products, presents our Naturally Affordable Stone Collection. These thin veneer stones are applied to a scratch coat in the same way that manufactured stone is installed. Nothing surpasses the time-tested appeal and durability of natural stone. Ideal for large or small budgets, Hedberg’s Naturally Affordable thin veneer stone offers over 45 choices for nearly every project. Visit our showroom to see and feel the difference.

Due to the unique properties of natural stone, the products provided may not perfectly match the samples in our showroom or this brochure. This natural variance is what makes this product unique.
Hedberg, Minnesota’s leading supplier of natural-stone products, presents our Naturally Affordable Stone Collection. These thin-veneer stones are applied to ascratch coat in the same way that manufactured stone is installed. Nothing surpasses the time-tested appeal and durability of natural stone. Ideal for large or small budgets, Hedberg’s Naturally Affordable thin-veneer stone offers over 45 choices for nearly every project. Visit our showroom to see and feel the difference.
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Hedberg, Minnesota’s leading supplier of natural stone products, presents our Naturally Affordable Stone Collection. These thin veneer stones are applied to a scratch coat in the same way that manufactured stone is installed. Nothing surpasses the time-tested appeal and durability of natural stone. Ideal for large or small budgets, Hedberg’s Naturally Affordable thin veneer stone offers over 45 choices for nearly every project. Visit our showroom to see and feel the difference.
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Bring the richness and allure of natural stone to any new construction or remodel project - at an affordable price! Our Naturally Affordable® thin veneer stone is a traditional premium building material. Each piece of Naturally Affordable stone is unique, durable, resistant to color fading and suitable for custom cutting and trimming. Natural stone provides the sturdiest and most elegant home exterior. Find the widest selection, fastest availability and the most helpful customer service at Hedberg Supply.
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Bring the richness and allure of natural stone to any new construction or remodel project—at an affordable price! Our Naturally Affordable® thin veneer stone is a traditional premium building material. Each piece of Naturally Affordable stone is unique, durable, resistant to color fading, and suitable for custom cutting and trimming. Naturally affordable provides the sturdiest and most elegant home exterior. Find the widest selection, fastest availability, and the most helpful customer service at Hedberg Supply.